·HO~Ol{£D·ON H1B1SCVS
MEETING:'
August 1st at Ira Nelson Ho"rtiQuiti,ire Center on Johnston. Refreshments to be furnished by Jean
Hebert & Dolores Menard for food items; Rick to furnish drinks. We need someone tor food items in September; Food
and drink for October and November. So if you have not volunteered, we ask that you consider signing up.
WELCOME NEW/OLD MEMBERS:
Deborah & Gary
Cynthia Broussard from Kaplan, an associate. member
Katie Stout from Abbevillerejoin ourqroup. Thankstor
meetings and if you have ~ny questions, do not be shy.

a.

Salmon from Lafayette, David Strassel from Lafayette, James
Peggy Vicknair from Harahan. Also its great to have Tommy &
joining our great chapter. Please don't be a stranger, come to the
Ask away. That's how we all learn:
.
.

BAR':B-QUE: While we did not have a large g$thering, and the weather did not truly cooperate, those that did brave the
elements and came out to Lou & Doug's horne on Independence bay-had an outstanding time. Not only were the food,
ribs, and desserts out of this world, so was Kit's margaritas. And last but certainly not least was the companionship of the'
group that was there. We all had a wonderful time. Many thanks Ooug & Lou!
SHOW SEASON: Well, another year has passed for those of us in the Texas/Louisiana region. All shows in this area are
over. And I can only say halleluiah! These drives to the Houston area really start to add up, especially this last one to
Rosenberg. While it is fun to go to the shows, and either judge or assist as show director, they seem especially long
when one goes by themselves. It is much more fun and the time passes so much quicker having a passenger or to ride
with you.
Congratulations go out to Dr. David Tate for taking Best of Show Miniature Single honors with Candy a~_Best
Collector Single with Voodoo Magic at the Rosenberg show.

Open

Overall our chapter did have good representation at all of the shows in this area, including Houston, Baton Rouge, New
Orleans and our own show. Sandra, Buddy, Bobby and David all have taken head table awards consistently this year
with Carolyn & Kevin taking home a head table at our show. Again, it is a lot of fun and you get to meet a great group of
people from the other chapters. Next year try to make an effort to go and support other chapter shows. (And if I have left
out anyone from our chapter, please forgive me, it was not done intentionally.)
RULE CHANGE: At the convention, a resolution was passed and approved whereas the wires used to display blooms
must not be over 6" tall. Although I have not measured ours, I suspect they are not in compliance and will need to be
trimmed. Anyone wishing to volunteer to do the trimmings please get with me.
ELECTIONS: The nominations will close at the upcoming meeting. Sandra will be contacting the members in the area to
get their suggestions on who they would like to see in office for the upcoming year. The positions to be filled are: one
Directors position (for 3 years), Treasurer, Secretary, Vice-President and President. The elections will take place at the
September meeting. I will have the ballots in next month's newsletter. You will be able to mail them or bring them to the
meeting to be counted. The newly elected individuals will take over effective January 1st for the 2007 year.
LATE BREAKING NEWS: By the time you get this newsletter, it should be official: The Fall Membership meeting will be
held right here in Acadiana at the Hilton on Pinhook. The meeting dates are November 10 - 1ih. This is one of only a
very few times that any AHS National meeting has been held outside the state of Florida, so this is to be considered quite
an honor. We need to put on a great show for everyone. And we will once again need our members to lend a hand in
helping out. Please mark your calendars and plan on attending the meeting. Even though you may not be interested in
all of the workings of the National Society, it is a great way to meet everyone you just read about or hear about in the
Seed Pod or on the net. And I hope everyone will plan on attending at least the banquet supper on Saturday night. I will
have more details to pass along at the meeting on Tuesday.
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Blooms and Things
The hibiscus year 2006 was truly magnificent and interesting to me at the same time. My hibiscus collection grew
significantly and my hybridizing efforts became a daily occurrence. I was busy. I attended my first National Convention
and' even participated in a few shows absentee by having Rick actually bring my blooms on my behalf. I even made it to
the head table ..... Best of Show! Wow!! All of these were, and continue to be, very enjoyable to me. As good as those
were, there was one happening in the hibiscus year 2006 that I probably enjoyed more than anything else.
I added one thing to my routine that I had never done before and yet that one thing turned out to be more worthwhile than
anything I had ever tried before. Most of you know that today hybridizing has really got my attention and while we all strive
for that next Hibiscus of the year, the fact is that very few of the blooms that we create will actually be worthy of such high
regard. That is as it should be but the quest is so exciting that the anticipation is worth every single hour of the pursuit. I
know because that's what I have chosen to do.
As those new babies start to show themselves many will either look like something else or the flower itself will not be your
favorite. That's Ok. The real question then becomes, "what are you going to do with those that you cast aside?" It's your
choice, isn't it? Here's my idea ..... ask someone if you can name a flower after them. It doesn't have to be their exact
name. They might prefer a nickname. Your offer will cause them to look at you in total amazement. Especially when you
say to them that this one flower is the only one in the whole world. I know it is because I MADE IT! They will be blown
away. I guarantee you, ... they will! Then when that baby blooms. Take a picture and present that picture of "Their" bloom
to them. Suggest that they frame their bloom and that they hang it for everyone to see.
And if you are still not sure of exactly what I'm talking about examine the following two pictures.

The first picture is me presenting my choice of seedlings to one of my
oldest friends. It was a happy moment.

The second picture is my choice for flower of the month. Most of you
have never seen or heard of this bloom. I know because it's one of
mine. My choice for hibiscus of the month is "Captain Easy". She's a
beauty, at least to me and my friend. She may not win Head table.
She may not even get a gold ribbon at the next show but in the eyes
of my friend every day she is 2006 Hibiscus of the Year. We were
both proud!

The smiles that you see in those pictures are a constant
reminder
to me why we are and continue
to be

"H00 ked on Hibi
I ISCUS".....

Come by sometimes

I'II show you some more pictures

Hybridizing Buddy

Editorial by Charles Black - (reprinted

with permission)

"High Heat Alert - Tips From Charles"
Most of the US has experienced higher than normal temperatures this summer. Not only does this make it uncomfortable
for us, but the hibiscus also struggle with the high heat. They lose much more water through their leaves when the
temperature is high and water evaporates from the soil in the pot, too.
Some interesting research has shown that in summer many plants that are watered once a day in the morning start to wilt
by late afternoon. This is often not bad enough to show but the process has started and the plant has to overcome that
stress before continuing with normal growth and flower production. By watering 2-3 times per day the researchers found
that such wilting stress could be avoided and that the plants would grow faster and larger and produce more flowers/fruit.
One of the most frustrating things for hibiscus growers is to see their big beautiful plants stop making flowers during the
heat of mid-summer. This is often due to water stress that goes unrecognized, but which does much subtle damage to the
plants. It is just not possible to water potted hibiscus once per day in summer without stressing them a little each day and
on some days quite a lot. Only a small plant in a large pot will have enough water to last the full 24 hours and there is the
danger of having too wet a pot in such a case.

Keep Those Hibiscus Flowering
This cumulative damage from water stress adds up until flower production slows or stops and plant growth also slows
down. Here are some things you can do to keep your hibiscus blooming as long as possible.
~use
pots big enough for the hibiscus that are in them. Suggestions are 10" width for plants shipped in 6" pots and just
repotted, or 12' to 14" width for 2 year old plants, and 14" and larger pots for plants 3 years and older.
~use
potting mix that breathes and drains well but that has enough organic matter to hold plenty of water. If uncertain
use the HVH Potting Mix or consult a nursery professional in your area.

d> Place plants in area where they are shaded

part of the day and away from reflective walls or other known hot spots.

0Be
very regular with watering schedule. A timer that opens a valve to water the plants is a great id~nd
a very
affordable investment in your hibiscus. Timers come in wired and battery powered styles. They can control a drip system
or sprinklers.
cDuse the timer to water your plants 3 times per day during the heat of summer. Use less water each time than you
would if doing it only once but check to be sure the whole root ball is wet after watering. Timers are usually set to open the
valve and allow water to flow for 1-5 minutes depending on emitter gallons per hour, pot size, and plant size. We water
our 6" pots 3 times a day for 3 minutes each time using 1/2 gallon per hour drippers.
~If
you must water by hand try to do it in early morning very thoroughly and then again in the evening. If time is a
problem the evening watering can be less thorough but try to never miss doing it since each time missed will set the
plants back some.
OThiS discussion is about potted hibiscus but another way to avoid water stress is to plant the hibiscus in the ground.
The soil needs to drain well but it is possible to deep soak the soil as needed and thus avoid plant water stress to some
degree. Wetting the leaves in the afternoon is helpful in hot weather for hibiscus in the ground.

o

Self watering pots are another excellent way to avoid water stressing your hibiscus. These are pots with a water
reservoir built into the bottom. The water wicks up into the potting mix as it dries out. The reservoirs need to be refilled
with water every week or two but such pots are convenient and have given excellent results when we have used them.
If your plants have already stopped blooming in the heat it is not too late to get them going again. Try watering as
described above and be very consistent about it. Within a couple of weeks you should see new growth starting and new
buds forming!
Good luck to you from Charles at HVH
Charles Black is the owner of Hidden Valley Hibiscus and also an avid hibiscus fancier.
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PRESIDENT'S COMMENTS: The hot summer months are upon us and the article on the previous page from Charles
Black is ever so timely. The only salvation from these hot days thankfully has been the afternoon showers. Just a
reminder that if you have your plants in pots that are in saucers <*gasp say it ain't so> make sure they do not sit in the
water as they don't like wet feet. And make sure they are getting enough to drink during this time of the year. Water as
often as necessary. Right now, a good rule is once a day. Modify the amount of water and times you water based upon
the look of your plants. Some need more; others less. Just keep a watchful eye on your hibiscus. They tend to let you
know what they need if we just pay a little attention to them.
I cannot begin to express my enthusiasm and happiness to the President's Committee of the American Hibiscus Society
for taking a chance to hold the Fall Membership meeting here in our backyard. I have been striving to have either a
convention or fall meeting here for some time. I want to thank everyone on the committee for willing to make a change
from the typical Florida locations to lafayette.
As we all know, change comes slowly within societies. And we must continue to strive for change. For without change
we become stagnant and complacent within the organization. And we should not do something because it has always
been done that way. Cause if we continue the same ole ways, then our chapters and yes, our society itself will not
survive. In fact most of us do not care for any type of major change within our lives, so this is a huge accomplishment for
the society as a whole. We should embrace this change, not shun it. By accepting it we will enlist new members and
possibly even new chapters to our organization. And that will allow us to continue our great society.
Congratulations goes out to both Sandra as well as Buddy. They have each been hybridizing and growing their new
seedlings. Well each has produced what appears to be a real winner. Sandra has Belladonna/Godiva a white double
with Black Dragon colored streaks. Barry Schleuter has requested to grow Sandra's plant to evaluate it and possibly put it
into production. Buddy has Christy's Dance, a beautiful single red with yellowish spots. Not only is Barry interested in it,
but so is Curt Sinclair from Florida.
What an honor just to have two of the major growers interested in their seedlings.
will get in the running to become Hibiscus of the Year. Great job folks!

And who knows maybe one day these

Mark your calendars for November 10, 11 & 12th. Lafayette Hilton.
Meeting.

Encourage friends and family to come to our meetings.

Remember this chapter is YOUR CHAPTER.

AHS Fall Membership

Guests are always welcomed.

As with our flowers, you get out of it what you put into it.

IT WILL MAKE US ALL GROW AND BLOOM! And everyone loves beautiful blooms!

